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restaurant manager

highlights:

entrepreneur:

Multipotential:

knowledgeable:

earnest:

Offbeat:

- Currently running two hotels and restaurants
in Sri Lanka, with more than 10 employees. 

- Worked in many positions in the hospitality 
trade, from front office, to chef, to GM.

- I was given the opportunity to work in many
different fields and countries, thus giving me 
a full overview in the hospitality business.     

- My military service shaped me into a team
leader with a sharp sense of details. Finding
harmony in my team while exceeding given
goals is part of my leitmotiv. 

Languages:
- French (native)
- English (fluent)
- Sinhala (basics)
- German (basics)

Skills:
- Driving Licence B
- Diving Licence PADI
- Self-defence teacher
- Archery teacher

Hobbies:
- Boxing, Archery, Camping, Fishing, Hunting...

Professional experience:

Entrepreneur:
2014 - 2022, Sri Lanka

- Refer to page 2

Salesman / Fishmonger:
2011 - 2014, Switzerland
Globus Lausanne, Coop Geneva

- Team leader of sales for fish related products
- Direct sales, goods management
- Building of sales strategies

Chef:
2008 - 2011, Switzerland
Restaurant de la 'Plage de Promentoux'

- Conception of main dishes, entrees and salads
- Stock management

Graphic Designer Freelance:
2008 - 2009, Switzerland

- Conception of flyers, logos, posters, etc...
- Photo shooting

Front Office Executive:
2006 - 2008, Switzerland, Sri Lanka
'Beau-Rivage' Hotel Nyon, 'Heritance' Hotel Ahungalla

- Guest relations
- Booking management
- Logistic

Car Mecanic Self-Employed:
2005 - 2006, Switzerland
'Electricite Auto Pierson' SA 

- Business management
- Car repairs and maintenance
- Sales, cars and spare parts 
 

  

certifications and training course:

- CAP 'Dessinateur d'execution en comm. graphique'
(graphic designer)
School 'Ceruleum', Geneva

- 'City and Guilds Hospitality Trade Diploma'
(food and beverages)
School 'Skills International', Colombo

- Car mecanic
Garage 'Centre Auto R.Dubler, Nyon 
and
Garage 'Emil Frey', Geneva 
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- My high adaptability pushes me to think out 
of the box. When solving problems, I always 
find fresh new ideas. 

entrepreneurship:

2014 - Ongoing, Sri Lanka

'Since 2014 I have been investing in companies in distress before reselling them after complete makeover, I also
leased private properties in order to transform it into profitable business... most of them have been sold. The ones
that are still open are remotely managed by me.' 

- Hotel 'The Escape'
77, Heenatigala RD, Walawattha, Unawatuna

6 Rooms hotel with restaurant and bar, yoga, 
boxing and archery classes

- Restaurant 'The Smokehouse'
39, Yaddehimulla RD, Unawatuna

54 seats beach restaurant specialized in meat 
and seafood smoking american style

- Adventure Club 'Gin Canoe Club'
Agaliya - Mottakanda, Baddegama, Galle Distr.

River kayaking club, jungle camping for nature lovers, 
fresh water and deep sea fishing, tour operations

- Hotel and Plantation 'The Falcy Estate'
Agaliya - Mottakanda, Baddegama, Galle Distr.

29 Acres tea and cinnamon plantation turned 
into a hotel, with 5 rooms

- Custom made furnitures 'M-J Crafting 
Your Dreams'
Heenatigala, Unawatuna

Small workshop, working precious wood and steel
in custom interior design
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sold

running

sold

running

on hold


